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Abstract: 
Two phase flow is widely encountered in process engineering and related scientific research. Understanding flow patterns and their transitions is important to discover the fluid mechanics of two-phase flow. In order to investigate the complexity of horizontal gas-water two-phase flow and accurately identify the flow pattern, a 16-electrode electrical resistance tomography (ERT) was used to collect the spatial distribution of phase fraction. The experimental data is compressed and treated as a 16-dimension time-series corresponding to the average response of the phase distribution in the field of each exciting electrode, which can be studied with graph-based techniques. Three connectivity metrics- correlation, coherence and the phase-lag index are extracted from the multivariate time-series which correspond to the amplitude, power and phase based connectivity among signals, respectively. Together, these connectivity metrics make a comprehensive description of the characteristics of each flow pattern and reveal the transition process of flow patterns. The dynamic characteristics of typical flow patterns are then analyzed using the method of graph-variate signal analysis named Graph-Variate Dynamic (GVD) connectivity. 
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1. Introduction
Gas-liquid two-phase flow is commonly encountered in many industries, such as in chemical engineering, metallurgical, the petroleum industry and the nuclear industry [1]. Due to the compressibility and low viscosity, gas phase causes more severe interfacial turbulence in gas-liquid two-phase flow than that of the liquid-liquid two-phase flow [2], [3]. The complex and random character of gas-liquid flow results in a time variant flow pattern. The accurate discrimination of two-phase flow patterns is important to multiphase flow modeling and control [4]. At the same time, it has high significance for monitoring production safety and reducing energy loss [5] - [8].
In the past few decades, many research groups have been working on the recognition of flow regimes. Many methods have been proposed, such as differential pressure meters [9], conductivity probes [10], ray attenuation [11] [12], ultrasonic techniques [13] and optic fiber probe [14]. However, most of these methods are limited to the averaged or single-pointed local information regarding the flow process, so the information extracted by using these methods does not contain a variety of the flow structural information that comprehensively reflect the structural change of flow patterns. Instead, multivariate analysis can be implemented to provide flow behavior information from more aspects, such as the raw signal of multi-electrode of the electrical resistance tomography (ERT) sensor [15].
Electrical resistance tomography is capable of imaging the phase and velocity distribution of two-phase flow [16]. These multivariate data provide simultaneous responses to the flow patterns from different locations [17]. Traditionally, the measured voltage signals of the ERT system are taken to reconstruct the conductivity distribution within the pipe by using a reconstruction algorithm. However, compared with image reconstruction based methods, using the raw data for characterization analysis of two-phase flow directly has the advantages of being simple and fast. 
The ERT data are treated as a multivariate time-series that are usually analyzed by statistical analysis [18], Principle Component Analysis (PCA) [19], power spectral density functions (PSDF), signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), autocorrelation functions (ACF), probability density functions (PDF) [20], and fractal, chaos time and Kolmogorov entropy time series analysis [15], [21]. In order to have a complete picture of the signal activity it is necessary to combine knowledge of where, when and in what way the signal differs across the pipe. Although these methods can provide partial answers to such questions, none of them provide a framework from which the complete picture can be ascertained. For instance, PCA can help to understand correlations of the ‘where’ or ‘when’ of signal activity, but the implementation of orthogonalization over one of these dimensions renders it impossible to ascertain both simultaneously. PDFs can tell us statistical patterns of void fraction in different flows [20], but it does so by aggregating spatial and temporal information.
 Graph-based methods, on the other hand, offer a highly interpretable framework to better understand interdependencies of complex relationships in multivariate signals which, as we shall show, can be leveraged to answer where the activity is of interest, and moreover which aspects of the signal (amplitude, frequency or phase) are of interest. This is relevant to gaining a more complete picture of two-phase flow patterns. For example, Tan analyzed flow structure of gas-water two-phase flow using Wire-mesh and connectivity analysis [22]. 
Of particular relevance to understanding the dynamic aspect of flow patterns, a method to track dynamic changes in connectivity was proposed named Modular Dirichlet Energy (MDE) [23] which was applied to electroencephalogram (EEG) brain activity. Similar to EEG, two-phase flow is also a complex nonlinear system, so the multivariate sequence method for EEG analysis can be used for two-phase flow. A pilot study showed the potential of these methods, originally motivated by analysis of brain signals, to in-pipe mesh grid ERT signals in the analysis of gas-liquid flow patterns [24]. Recently, a new analysis named Graph-Variate Dynamic (GVD) connectivity was proposed [25], extending the MDE method to a general, robust method to analyse dynamic connectivity patterns in multivariate signals. GVD connectivity is a method to understand the interdependency of activity recorded at different sites, which can assess dynamic changes of signal activity. GVD allows to describe flow characteristics from a more comprehensive perspective, obtaining a suitable analysis for any given form of stable connectivity estimate. In order to explore the stable relationship of a certain type of flow, and its dynamic change information, GVD connectivity complements static graph analysis to provide additional information of temporal variations in flow connectivity patterns. Here, a graph of stable dependencies is used to filter transient complex signal interactions, which is achievable to get reliable transient information. In our case, a graph of pairwise signal correlations is considered as a support for multi-channel instantaneous ERT signal activity.
In the present work, dynamic experiments of typical gas-liquid two-phase flow patterns were conducted in the horizontal pipe of multiphase flow facility using ERT. Three static connectivity metrics along with the cumulative node GVD, were extracted from the 16-electrode ERT measurement in long-term, and dynamic connectivity is analyzed to characterize the gas-water two-phase flow patterns. These features can jointly characterize and separate the flow patterns and the transitional process.  
2. Sensor structure and principle
Electrical resistance tomography (ERT) is based on the principle that the conductivity of different mediums vary [26]. In gas-liquid two-phase flow, the water phase is conductive but the gas phase is non-conductive, so the conductivity distribution of different flow patterns are different. The exciting current is applied to the measured field through a pair of electrodes to create a sensing field. When the conductivity in the field changes, the electric potential distribution changes, which can be reflected by the voltage at the boundary of the field. The relation of the exciting current, the distribution of conductivity and the electric potential satisfy the following Laplace Equation:
                            (1)
where  is the outer normal vector of each point at the boundary of the sensing field, E is electric field intensity, σ is the electrical conductivity, φ is the distribution of electric potential, I is the exciting current.

Fig. 1. ERT system.
The ERT system is shown in Fig. 1: the exciting signal uses 50kHz 5mA peak-to-peak constant current, data acquisition uses a 16-channel parallel scheme at a rate of 120 frames per second.

Fig. 2.	Operating principle of ERT.
The ERT system works in the adjacent sensing strategy, as shown in Fig. 2, whose procedure is the following. First the exciting current is injected into a neighbouring pair of electrodes and the voltages is measured from successive neighboring electrode pairs, then the current is applied to the next electrode pair. Repeat the above operation until all the independent measurement have been made. In the adjacent strategy, 16-electrodes ERT obtains 208 voltage data in one frame.
When applying ERT on flow process monitoring and analysis, a high dimensional matrix is obtained if the time history of the matrix is considered. To simplify analysis, the data is usually compressed into a vector of features [27]:
                          (2)
where, N represents the frame sample,  is the jth (j=1, 2, …, 13) measured voltage value at the ith (i=1, 2, …, 16) exciting electrode when pipe is filled with water, and  is the measured voltage under the two-phase flow condition. Thus, in a given frame, the measured voltages recorded at an electrode are averaged to represent its individual response. A 16-dimensional time-series is formed after preprocessing, and each represents the average response of the measuring electrodes at different positions in the field to a pair of exciting electrodes. 
3. Experiments and observations
3.1 Experiment facility

Fig. 3. Test facility for gas-water two-phase flow experiment.
The experiments were carried out on the oil-gas-water three phase flow test loop, as shown in Fig. 3. The pipe consists of a stainless steel pipe and a transparent plexiglass tube section with an inner diameter of 50 mm, and a total length of 16.6 m. The ERT sensor was installed at a distance of about 14 m downstream of the horizontal pipe inlet so that the flow pattern can be fully developed. Tap water and air were used as the experimental fluids. A stable water head is provided by a 32 m height water tower to the testing pipeline. Water was pumped into the entrance through the water tower, and air was pumped into the entrance through a refrigerated dryer after an air compressor, where, the air density was 1.2 kg/m3, the tap water density was 998 kg/m3. The two fluids were mixed by a nozzle at the beginning of the horizontal pipe. Standard single-phase flow meters with a precision of ±0.5% were installed on the air and water inlet pipes. The air after the experiments was released to the atmosphere, and water was led back into the water tank for re-use [15].
In the gas-water two phase flow, the flow patterns were changed by fixing water flow and increasing gas flow, then the water flow is changed and the process is repeated. The gas phase flow rate was regulated between 0.097-22.40 m/s and the water phase flow rate was between 0.04-2.12 m/s. A camera is used to record the flow pattern in the transparent part of the pipe as a standard for flow pattern division. There are a total of 81 experiments carried out under different conditions, the flow rate of gas and water under each experimental condition are shown in Fig.4.
3.2 Experimental observation
Seven typical flow patterns were observed in the experiments, including bubble flow, plug flow, slug flow, annular flow, mist flow, stratified flow and wave flow. The comparison of the obtained flow patterns from experiments with the Mandhane gas-water two-phase flow pattern is shown in Fig. 4. The distribution of flow patterns is almost consistent to the Mandhane flow pattern map, and each flow pattern is concentrated in a specific range. The basic characteristics and live photos of the flow patterns studied are as follows.

Fig. 4. Comparison of experimental flow pattern distribution and Mandhane flow pattern,  is the flow rate of gas and  is the flow rate of water. 
The bubble flow usually appears with gas bubbles suspended in water when the air flow rate is higher than the water flow rate. In the bubble flow (Fig.5 (a)), the gas phase flows almost along the top center of the pipe due to gravity. The size of the bubbles is usually small as the gas fraction is very low in this flow pattern. 

 Fig. 5. Typical flow patterns observed in the experiments.
With increasing gas velocity, small bubbles start coalescing into big bubbles, and the flow pattern transitioned to plug flow (Fig.5 (b)). Many big bubbles or gas plugs flow smoothly along the upper part of the pipe at a certain frequency.
Further increasing the gas flow, these large gas bubbles (occupying the majority of the cross section of the pipe) and the liquid phase (carrying many small bubbles and big bubbles) appear alternately. What’s more, liquid phase in the bottom is scooted up by these large gas slugs (Fig.5(c)), which leads to violent fluctuations throughout the pipe.
By further increasing the air flow rate, the annular flow appears (Fig.5 (d)) with a gas core and a liquid film, because of the violent collisions occurring with a flow rate increase. In a horizontal pipe, the liquid film at the bottom of the pipe is thicker than in other parts of the pipe, and the wave at the interface between the liquid film and the gas core is similar around the pipe wall.

Fig. 6. Electrode time-series for typical flow patterns. (a) Bubble flow, (b) Plug flow, (c) Slug flow, (d) Annular flow, (e) Mist flow, (f) Stratified flow.
When the gas flow rate is very large (more than 95% gas fraction), mist flow appears (Fig.5 (e)), where the high-speed gas flow creates an impacting effect pushing the liquid to the pipe wall where it forms a thinner liquid film. In stratified flow (Fig.5 (f)), the flow structure is simple with the upper part of the pipe occupied by the gas, while both the gas and the water flow smoothly at low speed in two layers. The fluctuations only exist at the interface between gas and water.
A 16-dimensional time series is obtained using formula (2), and each represents the response to the exciting electrode. The horizontal gas-water two-phase flow is generally symmetrical about the axis, the test signals of electrode1-electrode8 are listed in Fig.6. The response signals of different exciting positions under a certain flow pattern are very different, and the response signal of a certain exciting electrode is also different under different flow patterns. This shows that multi-electrode signals contain rich information which is necessary to study and characterize.
4. The theory of Graph-Variate Dynamic (GVD) connectivity
4.1 Basic theory
GVD connectivity is a special form of graph-variate signal analysis, which is a novel methodology for analyzing instantaneous dynamics of multivariate signals in which known relationships between the signals are encoded by a graph adjacency matrix [25]. Formally, let be a graph-variate signal whereis a multivariate signal indexed by the node set  and is a weighted graph adjacency matrix indexed by the edge set. Recall that a bivariate function is a function of two signals. Then graph-variate signal analysis of X is an all-to-all bivariate analysis weighted by corresponding elements from W. At time t this is expressed in tensor form as which has elements
        					(3)
where F is the desired bivariate function of signals xi and xj at time t. 
For GVD connectivity, one obtains the weighted adjacency matrix, W, from the multivariate signal itself, via estimations of long-term stable pairwise signal connectivity. The function F is then chosen as a suitable instantaneous connectivity estimate. Thus, the stable estimates filter the instantaneous estimates to suppress spurious results from noise and unpredictable signal fluctuations while promoting the instantaneous activity between nodes which are known to be dependent.
4.2	GVD connectivity metrics
For analysis we will use the same three connectivity metrics as outlined by Smith et al. [25] - correlation, coherence and phase-lag index, indicating amplitude, power and phase-based connectivity of signals, respectively. This gives a broad analysis of the major signal components which play an important role in two-phase flow [28].
A. Correlation
The correlation coefficient is an estimate of connectivity in the chosen time:
             (4)
where T is the epoch of interest, and  is the mean of the values over time of the node i. 
The matrix W may be negative, corresponding to the anti-correlative information.
The form of the general GVD connectivity function for correlation coefficient is
                 (5)
where  is the normalized signal over the node space,
                     (6)
where is the mean over vertices of the signal at time t.
B. Coherence
The coherence of two channels is a function of frequency in the chosen frequency band, which is the correlation of signal component at:
                      (7)
where Ω is a frequency band of interest, is the cross-spectral density function of  and , and ,  are the respective power spectral density functions [29].
Similarly as for correlation, GVD connectivity for coherence is:
               (8)
where, indicating the envelope of the signal. 
Coherence cannot be negative, thus it is a more straightforward case than correlation— high coherence implies similar frequency structure in the signals.  
C. Phase-lag index
The Phase-Lag Index (PLI) [30] measures the consistent phase differences between time-series, indicating lead/lag dependencies. As a connectivity estimate:
                     (9)
where  is the instantaneous phases of the signal of record i, and PLI is the magnitude of the average over time of the signed values of differences of .
The instantaneous phase of the signal can be obtained by Hilbert transform[31].The Hilbert transform of a signal, x, provides a phase shift of π/2 and is written：
                        (10)
The analytic signal of x is then written as, and the instantaneous phase of the time-series is:
                             (11)
Therefore, can be obtained by putinginto formula (10) and (11).
GVD connectivity of PLI employs the sign of the phase difference of the signals as the instantaneous function:
               (12)

Fig. 7.	The procedure of evaluate GVD connectivity.
Fig.7 illustrates the procedure to evaluate GVD connectivity step-by-step. There are mainly two steps: (1) Evaluate weighted adjacency matrix in amplitude domain, frequency domain and phase domain, respectively. (2) Evaluate GVD connectivity in amplitude domain, frequency domain and phase domain.
5. Results and analysis
5.1 Analysis of long-term connectivity adjacency matrices
From the analysis in equation (2), each series can be treated as the response of the entire field to the exciting electrode, reflecting the phase distribution in the pipe section. In order to analyze connectivity in the time domain, in the frequency domain and of phase to determine the flow characteristics of different gas-water two-phase flow patterns, three connectivity adjacency matrices are computed using correlation, coherence and PLI, respectively. The results are shown in Fig.8, where the axis scale indicates the number of the electrode installed in the pipeline as depicted in Fig.2, and the color indicates the strength of connectivity between electrodes. The color axes, from pink (highest) to blue (lowest) are the same for all flow pattern conditions.
The continuous region that has strong correlation with electrode 9 is defined as the “upper” module, corresponding to the upper part of the pipe, and the continuous region that has strong correlation with electrode 16 or electrode 1 in the adjacency matrix is defined as the “lower” module, corresponding to the lower part of the pipe.
A. Correlation
From the perspective of the correlation coefficient between electrode signals, different flow patterns have specific characteristics，and on the other hand, there exists a clear relationship among them. Correlation coefficient indicates the similarities of the shapes of the 16-channel signals caused by the distribution of gas phase. The distribution of bubble flow, slug flow, annular flow and mist flow follow a similar pattern of anti-correlation between two modules which we here refer to as a contrast between modules, characterized by high correlations between nodes in the same module and high anti-correlations between nodes in contrasting modules. In addition, there is a trend of further expansion of the upper module from bubble flow to annular flow, i.e. as gas flow increases and water flow decreases. However, this trend is bucked by mist flow which, surprisingly, returns the connectivity to a very similar pattern as in bubble flow. 
The main feature of bubble flow is that the magnitude of correlation is smaller in the upper module, while in the lower module it is larger, as reflected by the texture of the adjacency matrices. Because many small bubbles, as well as some big bubbles, flow along the top of the pipe, few electrodes (electrode 8- electrode 11) in the upper module have consistent signals while more electrodes (electrode 14- electrode 7) behave consistently in the lower module, which relates to the local phase fraction fluctuations. The adjacency matrix texture of plug flow is similar to bubble flow indicating similar gas fraction. 
Slug flow is induced by further increasing gas flow and water flow, the correlation area between its upper module (electrode 6- electrode 13) and lower module (electrode 14- electrode 5) is about the same, resulting from the further expansion of the gas fraction structure compared to bubble flow and plug flow. 
When the gas velocity continues to increase, the flow pattern evolves from slug flow to annular flow, where the upper module of the adjacency matrix texture exhibits a further development and expansion from slug flow. The main feature of annular flow is that the correlation coefficient in the upper module (electrode 6- electrode 14) is larger, whereas in the lower module (electrode 15- electrode 4) it is smaller. 

Fig. 8.	Graph connectivity adjacency matrices for typical flow patterns. Each ijth value represents the connectivity between signal i and j. (The axis indicates the number of the electrode)
Contrary to bubble flow, when the air flow rate is much higher than the water flow rate, mist flow appears with a gas core carrying small droplets. Therefore, the mist flow and bubble flow are opposites in the distribution of medium and dispersed particles, but largely similar in the structure of correlation. 
 B. Coherence
Coherence represents the consistency of the fluctuation frequency between signal channels, which indicates that the spectral energy distribution of the two signals is similar. The coherence in bubble flow and mist flow is very high throughout most of the pipe, indicating a broadly cohesive flow which reflects the presence of the dominating medium—water and gas, respectively. On the other hand, coherence in plug flow, slug flow, annular flow and mist flow is more fractured.
In bubble flow, the signal frequency components throughout the pipeline are highly consistent. Strong coherence is present between almost every pair of electrodes, indicating the uniform distribution of small bubbles and stable flow structure of gas-water two-phase flow. 
The coherence adjacency matrix of plug flow and slug flow is similar, where the electrodes in the lower module are interrelated and the electrodes in the upper module are independent from one another, which is much different from bubble flow. This feature indicates that the existence of gas plugs or gas slugs make the electrodes in a “failed” state periodically. Therefore, the fluctuation frequency of signals in the top of pipe is different from other electrodes.
Annular flow shows an obvious coherence in the upper module, because the liquid has been pushed to the pipe wall by the high-speed gas core, and the electrodes in this area are in “working” state. The size of the lower module in annular flow is narrower than in slug flow, indicating the liquid film height reduces. The coherence structure of mist flow is similar to bubble flow, this indicates that, though the liquid has been pushed to the pipe wall by the high-speed gas core, there is still a gas environment in the top of the pipe (electrode 12 in Fig.8). 
Comparing the correlation and coherence adjacency matrices, the nodes with generally low coherence in bubble (electrode 8 and electrode 12) and annular (electrode 5-6 and electrode 12-13) flows map to the boundaries of the upper and lower modules in the correlation matrices. This indicates that the two modules are fluctuating synchronously, but there is disturbance at the interface of the modules.
C. Phase-lag index
PLI is a measure of the phase relationship between two signals. A PLI of zero indicates no phase relationship between two signals, in other words, time-lagged phase dependencies are non-existent. It can be seen from Fig.8 that bubble flow and plug flow have no phase relationship, while slug flow, annular flow and stratified flow have an evident phase relationship. 
Take the PLI of typical annular flow (Fig.9) as an example, the phase relationship reflected in the adjacency matrix can be expressed in Fig.9. The PLI in the lower module (electrode 15-electerode 4) and upper module (electrode 7-eletrode 11) are zero, while the PLI between modules is non-zero. Bringing this together with the results of correlation and coherence provides a complete picture. The previously noted anti-correlated activity between the modules, which is, yet, correlated in the frequency domain, is explained by similar frequencies which are out of phase. In this way, PLI shows a consistent phase difference between the water and gas in annular flow.

Fig. 9. Phase relationship between electrodes of typical annular flow () 
On the other hand, in bubble flow, obvious phase-relationships between the signals are non-existent. This tells us that the fluctuations in the modules are synchronous, i.e. zero lag.
The evolution of the three adjacency matrices is studied by fixing water flow and increasing gas flow, and the result is shown in Fig.10. Overall, with the increase of gas fraction, all three GVD connectivity indicators show an evident transition. In the texture of the correlation coefficient and coherence adjacency matrix, the association in the “lower” is gradually decreasing while in the “upper” is gradually extending. This means the number of electrodes consistently increases in the upper part of the pipe when gas increases, which indicates that the gas structure formed above the pipe is stable and gradually expands downwards. The phase relationship appears gradually, when big gas slugs or gas cores begin to form and cause differences in the media environment above and below the pipe.

Fig. 10.	A set of connectivity metrics with fixed water flow and increased gas flow. (The axis indicates the number of the electrode)
In light of the above analysis, the bubble flow and mist flow can be distinguished from other flow patterns by high correlation and coherence in the lower part of the pipe, and distinguished from each other by PLI feature. The slug flow can be distinguished by the uniform distribution of the correlation between the upper part and the lower part of the pipe and PLI relationship. The annular flow can be distinguished by the characteristic that correlation is mainly distributed in the upper part of the pipe. Due to the presence of a non-conductive continuous phase, only air-water interface has fluctuations related with each other, the stratified flow shows an irregular distribution for all the three connectivity adjacency matrices.
5.2 Analysis of dynamic connectivity
Long-term connectivity provides a single adjacency matrix which allows us to assess the expected patterns of connectivity for a given flow pattern. However, flow patterns are known to change over time thus it is important to assess how changing flow patterns dynamically affects the connectivity information of flow in the pipe. Dynamic connectivity allows us to do this. Particularly, GVD connectivity provides robust connectivity at sample resolution. Thus we can assess changes in connectivity patterns at a sample by sample basis, gaining an accurate understanding of when and for how long connectivity patterns of flow change.
The dynamic connectivity of typical flow patterns is shown in Fig.11~Fig.16, where the ordinate indicates the electrode installed in the pipeline, the abscissa indicates time in frames, and the color indicates the strength of connectivity. 

Fig.11. Dynamic connectivity of bubble flow.
The dynamic connectivity of bubble flow patterns is shown in Fig.11, with time going on, the connectivity remains stable in three aspects, and a slightly larger bubble occurs occasionally where the energy is concentrated. From the dynamic connectivity of plug flow in correlation (Fig.12), we can see a gas plug occurs where energy is concentrated. The gas slug or gas core occurs in a high frequency as is shown in Fig.13 and Fig.14, with the dynamic connectivity of coherence changing over time. The connectivity of mist flow (Fig.15) is similar to slug flow and annular flow, which show periodic energy concentration, but is slightly more stable again. This coincides with the observations of static connectivity, where the upper module expands from bubble flow until annular flow and then in mist flow returns to a similar pattern as in bubble flow. 

Fig.12. Dynamic connectivity of plug flow.

Fig.13. Dynamic connectivity of slug flow.
With respect to the similarities in correlation patterns between bubble flow and mist flow, the dynamic connectivity provides some obvious differences. Notably, the dynamic correlations and anti-correlations in bubble flow are generally stronger. Anti-correlations occur strongly right at the top of the pipe at electrodes 9-11 in bubble flow, whereas in mist flow electrodes 8 and 9 are strongest with lower peaks. The strongest positive correlations in bubble flow GVD connectivity occurs in electrode 7—also very high on the pipe, whereas in mist flow the strongest GVD connectivity occurs at the bottom of the pipe in electrodes 1-3. 

Fig.14. Dynamic connectivity of annular flow.
From the connectivity during the two periods of interest at ~400 and ~800 frame in Fig.16, we can see there are disturbances in stratified flow in these two periods. The phase activity is also interesting here. We can separate the pattern into two regions, one consisting of electrodes 7-16 (top half of Fig. 16) and another consisting of electrodes 1-6 (bottom half of Fig. 16). Whereas electrodes 1-6 remain largely consistent throughout the entire time frame, the other electrodes show two distinct connectivity patterns. The first pattern occurs from the beginning until around the 450th frame and then again from around the 650th frame till the 850th frame. The second pattern occurs, then, between the 450th and 650th frame and from the 850th frame till the end. The initial connectivity pattern remains stable even throughout the first period of disturbance in the correlation and coherence patterns and then abruptly changes pattern coinciding with the end of this first period of disturbance. It is once more present throughout the second period of disturbance. The first pattern indicates that the activity of these electrodes exhibit a phase-lag with respect to the entire array, with moderate to large negative values (average value of -0.57), while the second connectivity pattern shows a dissipation of this lag (average value of -0.22). Interestingly, the lag appears to occur particularly with respect to electrode 6 which shows a large positive value (larger than any values achieved in other flow patterns) and thus a leading phase. On the other hand, electrode 6 shows fairly moderate values of correlation (average value of nearly 0) and coherence (average value of 0.4) throughout the time frame.

Fig.15. Dynamic connectivity of mist flow.

Fig.16. Dynamic connectivity of stratified flow.
From the results above, we can see that the graph connectivity is able to reveal hidden mechanism of two-phase flow. The electrode time-series in Fig6 shows the fluctuation of the time series and the difference between electrodes and flow patterns. GVD explores the long-term connectivity and dynamic characteristics of signals from the perspective of signal sequence relationships. The graph connectivity tells us the specific difference between different flow patterns, indicating the structure of phase fraction (static connectivity in Fig.8) and the location, time and form of the fluctuation.
6. Conclusions
Understanding flow pattern structures and their transition mechanisms are of practical importance and academic value in two-phase flow studies. Since the flow pattern is complex and difficult to measure, it is difficult to discriminate well using a single point sensor. To non-intrusively discriminate the flow pattern of horizontal gas–liquid two-phase flow, an ERT sensor measuring section phase fraction is presented. Instead of analyzing the flow patterns through visual inspections on reconstructed images, the local phase fraction fluctuation provided by each electrode of the ERT sensor is analyzed through multivariate time-series analysis. 
Graph connectivity methods, including the recently developed GVD connectivity, are adopted. The proposed GVD connectivity method considers three connectivity adjacency matrices between pairs of electrodes--correlation, coherence and PLI, from the perspective of the time domain, frequency domain and phase, respectively. Several standard gas-water two phase flows including bubble flow, plug flow, slug flow, annular flow, mist flow and stratified flow were studied. In the static connectivity of amplitude and power, the upper module expands from bubble flow until annular flow and then in mist flow returns to a similar pattern as in bubble flow. In the static connectivity of phase, phase relationship appears when a big gas slug or gas core begins to form. In the dynamic connectivity, we can see gas plug or gas cores occur periodically where energy is concentrated. Besides this, the dynamic connectivity provides some obvious differences between bubble flow and mist flow. We saw that the three metrics illustrate the characteristics of different flow patterns well and the dynamic connectivity in particular provides invaluable information about flow pattern changes across the pipe.
The above results is based on broadband signals analysis, which has a limitation to coherence and the instantaneous phase. Since both of them depends on narrow-band signals, the frequency band of interest will be further studied in the future work.
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